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essential facts with respect to this case are these: 

~2. f(uboyama was esposed to the fall-cut of the Karch 1, 19% 
D_iki.ni detonation as x+x-e the others of the crew of the FTukuym 
&!aru. He had serious general body exposure combined with local 
radiation bums of tiiS Skin; 

* apparent3.y lsas recovering from his radiation injury quite 
satisfactorily, and at the time of his death no recognizable 
internal radiation damage xas reported and radio-chemical 
exam&ation of tissues and the skeleton shob-ed extremely low 
radioactivity; in fact, qqroaching levels which would be 
considered negligible from a hsalth standpoint; 

At a time when he xas convalescing satisfactorily from his 
radiation in&y, he developed hepatitis which ws presuma'bly 
of infectious type caf= Ltied by a filterable virus. Fromfhis he 
gr8w steadily xorse with severe liver pathology and generali 8d 
jaundice. After a prolonged illness, he died frcm the effec t 
of he&patitis): 

Such hepatitis is not in itself a direct consequence of radiation 
injury aid does not constitut8 a part of such injury. In this 
case, however, the hepatitis is considered a complication of ths 
illness caused by the radiation exposure and thus related to it 
in the se-se that had th8 deceased not besn involved in this 
accident, he would probably b8 alive today. Discussions as to 
the precise mode 0" A acc@sition of the hepatitis virus would 
be fruitless. Such infections sr8 common and occ-ur in sll 
degrees of severity; 

In viera of the abcve, I would not wish to contend that the 
severity of the hepatitis was entirely unrelated to the previous 
illness caused by the radiation ewosur8. It is iqossible to 
xaake any firm statement concerning this relationship. It is a 
reasonable line of argument that the prior injury and illness 
may have contributed to the severity of the complicating hepatitis, 
and this have contribilted to his death. K%ile it is most likely, 
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in my opinion, that the inf.ectious qent was introduced through 
the transfusions used for treatraent, it must be rmeEbered that 
this vzkus nay be, and cormonly is, acquired in other ways0 It 
would proba3ly be of value if a general statemnt xere released 
on this subject rather than to have it appear as press quotations 
of answers to specific ahd oftentinas poorly phrased qclestions 
asked on the S~U- of tk mornant. 

Chairnan 
General Manage& 
X!%lisbury 


